Existing sensing solutions facilitating continuous condition assessment of wind turbine blades are limited by a lack of scalability and clear link signal-to-prognosis. With recent advances in conducting polymers, it is now possible to deploy networks of thin film sensors over large areas, enabling low cost sensing of large-scale systems. Here, we propose to use a novel sensing skin consisting of a network of soft elastomeric capacitors (SECs). Each SEC acts as a surface strain gage transducing local strain into measurable changes in capacitance. Using surface strain data facilitates the extraction of physics-based features from the signals that can be used to conduct condition assessment. We investigate the performance of an SEC network at detecting damages. Diffusion maps are constructed from the time series data, and changes in point-wise diffusion distances evaluated to determine the presence of damage. Results are benchmarked against time-series data produced from off-the-shelf resistive strain gauges. This paper presents data from a preliminary study. Results show that the SECs are promising, but the capability to perform damage detection is currently reduced by the presence of parasitic noise in the signal.
INTRODUCTION
Structural health monitoring (SHM) of wind turbine blades is an actively field of research due to the high failure rate and repair cost of these components.
1, 2 Currently, the vast majority of SHM of blades is conducted by visual inspection and nondestructive evaluation. [3] [4] [5] There is a need to automate this condition assessment process.
2, 6
However, the technology facilitating condition assessment is in its early development stage. 7, 8 An important challenge impeding broad applicability of condition assessment to civil structures is in their inherent geometric scale, for which technical and economical obstacles constrain the meso-scalability of existing sensing solutions.
Recent advances in conducting polymers have enabled fabrication of thin film-based resistors and capacitors that can behave as skin-like strain sensors. 9 Numerous bio-inspired civil applications have emerged from these synthetic metals. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The utilization of skin-type sensors allows large-scale deployment of dense sensor networks, which opens the possibilities to conduct condition assessment of large scale systems. In previous work, the authors have presented a soft elastomeric capacitor (SEC). 15 Used in a network setup, SECs enable local monitoring of deformations over a global area, analogous to biological skin. Each SEC is fabricated from a high permittivity nanocomposite dielectric sandwiched between two electrode layers. A change in the geometry is transduced into a change in the capacitance.
In this paper, we investigate the capability of a network of SECs to detect damage. A multi-scale diffusion map-based approach is used to conduct damage diagnosis. Time series data from the sensors are embedded, 16, 17 and the diffusion distance is used as a metric for damage. Results are benchmarked against off-the-shelf resistive The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background on the sensing system, which includes the fabrication method, electromechanical model, and damage detection algorithm. Section 3 shows and discusses results from an experiment conducted on a cantilever beam. Sect 4 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
This section provides a background on the proposed sensing strategy for condition assessment of wind turbine blades. The SEC fabrication process is described, its electromechanical derived, and the damage detection algorithm is presented.
Sensor Fabrication
The SEC material has been previously developed and studied by the authors in the context of a surface strain sensor acting in bending mode. The nanoparticle mix serving as a dielectric for the capacitor consists of a styreneethylene/butylene-styrene (SEBS) matrix doped with TiO 2 (titania) to increase the material permittivity and robustness with respect to mechanical tampering. The dielectric layer is sandwiched between compliant electrodes fabricated with the same SEBS, but mixed with carbon black (CB) particles. Fig. 1(a) ), one of concentration 108 g/L used for the dispersion of the TiO 2 ( Fig. 1(b) ), one of concentration 227 g/L for the dispersion of CB ( Fig. 1(d) ). Secondly, a concentration of 15%vol of TiO 2 is dispersed in the SEBS/toluene solution with an ultra-sonic tip ( Fig. 1(b) ). Thirdly, the dielectric solution is drop-casted on a glass plate and left to dry and evaporate at 50
• C for 5 days ( Fig. 1(c) ). Fourthly, a concentration of 10%vol CB particles is dispersed in the 227 g/L SEBS/toluene solution, also using an ultra-sonic tip ( Fig. 1(d) ). Fifthly, the electrode solution is painted on both sides of the dried dielectric layer to constitute the SEC ( Fig. 1(e) ). 
Electromechanical Model
The SEC is modeled as a incompressible capacitor (the poisson ratio of pure SEBS 18 ν ≈ 0.49), and the loss is assumed to be negligible at low measurement frequencies (< 1 kHz). Fig. 2 shows the schematic of an SEC of length l, width w, and height h constituted from the height of the dielectric h d and the height of the conductive plates h p (h = h d + 2h p ). Typically, h d ≈ 0.6h. In applications, the SEC is adhered on the XY -plane, and stretches in both the X and Y directions resulting in strains ε x and ε y , while the materials strain in the Z direction, ε z , (along the thickness) is uniquely a result of the Poisson effect. Consider the nominal volume to be V 0 = t 0 · w 0 · h 0 where subscript 0 denotes a nominal quantity. Given that the materials is incompressible, the change in volume ∆V due to strain is 0: 
Eliminating higher order terms, Eq. (1) can be written:
The nominal capacitance of a non-lossy SEC C 0 is written
where e 0 = 8.854 pF/m is the vacuum permittivity, and e r the dimensionless polymer relative permittivity. Assuming small displacement, one can take the derivative of Eq. (3):
Taking strain ε z is constant throughout the dielectric and conductive plates, the mechanics of deformation from Eq. (2) can be incorporated into Eq. (4):
Eq. (5) can be specialized for an SEC subjected to uniaxial strain (ε y = 0 due to epoxy, ε x ≡ ε) :
which gives a gauge factor of 2 for the sensor. Note that in the presence of ε y , bidirectional strain will be additive in the SEC signal (Eq. (5)). The decomposition of the SEC signal is out of the scope of the paper.
Damage detection algorithm
The damage detection algorithm consists of using a multi-scale diffusion map-based approach for the reduced order representation and comparison of data set. 16, 19, 20 Time-series data obtained from an experiment will be used in the construction of diffusion map. The basic idea behind the diffusion map-based approach is to provide an embedding of the time-series data set in the diffusion space to identify important lower dimensional dynamical features of the data. Appropriate metric in then constructed in the diffusion space to compare the embedded data under normal and abnormal operating conditions. The diffusion map-based approach combines ideas from variety of approaches currently adopted for data-driven approaches for health monitoring such as spectral graph theory, Kernel methods, and machine learning. In the following, we provide brief overview of the diffusion-map for data dimensional reduction and comparison. For more details we refer the readers to Coifman et al.
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Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } and Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y M } be vector valued time-series corresponding to undamage and damage cases respectively. Using time-delayed coordinates we embed the time series data in R n , where n is sufficiently large. Now we have N − n and M − n data points, denoted bȳ
wherex k = (x k , x k+1 , . . . , x k+n−1 ) andȳ k = (y k , y k+1 , . . . , y k+n−1 ). We denote the union of these data sets by Z = {X,Ȳ }. We use the Gaussian kernel of the form
The scale parameter determines the size of the local neighborhood of each point. The diffusion operator, A, is constructed from the kernel, w ij , after the following normalization procedure: 16, 19, 20 1. Create the kernel matrix K with entries given by the Gaussian kernel (w ij )
3. EXPERIMENT
Methodology
An experiment is conducted to validate the damage detection algorithm using a network of SECs, and benchmarked using four RSGs with resolution of 1 µε (Vishay Micro-Measurements, CEA-06-500UW-120). The test is performed on a cantilever steel beam of dimensions 26.5 × 6 × 0.5 in 3 subjected to a dynamic load applied near the free end. The excitation consists of a displacement-controlled frequency sweep ranging from 0.25 Hz to 15 Hz at 0.35 in amplitude, applied using an MTS universal testing machine. Two parallel rows of four SECs and RSGs are adhered onto the top surface of the beam using an off-the-shelf epoxy. The dimensions and the locations of the sensors, load, and support are shown in Fig. 3b the cross-section area by increments of 1% (0.5% from each side) up to 20%, 1 in from the fixed end. Capacitance measurements from the SECs are acquired using an ACAM PCap01 data acquisition system (DAQ) at 350 Hz, and the resistance measurements from the RSG are acquired using a Hewlett-Packard 3852 DAQ at 275 Hz. Fig.  3a shows the picture of the installation setup. 
Results
Simulation results in this section are obtained using the experimental data sets corresponding to varying degree of damage. Given the preliminary nature of the study, time series data for varying degrees of damage is stacked together to form a single data set for the construction of the diffusion matrix. Future work will include a probabilistic comparison between individual sensors to fully enable the potential of a network configuration.
In Fig. 4 , we show the plots for the eigenvalues of the diffusion matrix A for both the SECs and RSGs data. The first eigenvalue of the diffusion matrix is always equal to one and the corresponding eigenvector consists of all ones. Ignoring the largest eigenvalue of one, we noticed that there are three dominant eigenvalues. Hence, original data can be represented in the reduced three dimensional diffusion space. Using results from above, we show the embedding of the two different sensor data in three dimension diffusion space for undamage data and for data with varying degrees of damage state. Fig. 5 shows the results for the first SEC, and Fig. 6 for the first RSG (closer to damage). For both sensors, a small change in topology occurs for a change in damage. A cross-comparison between both sensors shows a similar topology, but that the SEC data have more variability, which is due to parasitic noise. In Fig. 7 , we show the plot for the point-wise diffusion distance with varying degree of damage along the x axis. The preliminary for the point-wise diffusion distance of the SEC data captures the overall trend of increasing distance with increasing damage level for the SECs. This trend is also present in the RSG data, but not as noticeably. The large area strain averaging property of the SEC in comparison with RSGs is likely to contribute to this improved performance. Further research and careful analysis in the form of tuning of various damage ( %) 15 20 parameters involved in the construction of diffusion map and preprocessing of the time series data need to be carried out for the diffusion distance to reflect more accurately the extend of damage. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel thin film sensor network for condition assessment of wind turbine blades. The sensor consists of an SEC fabricated from an SEBS matrix filled with titania. Deployed in a network configuration, the SEC can measure strain at discrete locations over a large surface, at low cost. Here, we have presented results from a preliminary investigation of damage diagnostic capability of the SEC. The laboratory test consisted of four SECs adhered onto the top surface of a cantilever beam subjected to damages at the root. A diffusion map-based approach was used to correlated changes in the signal to damage. Results show that the SECs are promising, but the capability to perform damage detection is currently reduced by the presence of substantial parasitic noise in the signal. Future work includes development of probabilistic-based approach to fully realize the potential of SECs in a network configuration, and further research on the construction of the diffusion maps for damage diagnosis.
